
8.00am - 8.45am 5.00pm - 6.00pm

MONDAY Morning Yoga Yin Yoga & Gong Meditation*

TUESDAY Morning Yoga Power Yoga 

WEDNESDAY Morning Yoga Yin Yoga & Gong Meditation*

THURSDAY Morning Yoga Yoga Therapy : Healthy Back*  

FRIDAY Morning Yoga Breathing & Meditation

SATURDAY Morning Yoga Yoga Therapy : Core and Flexibility*

 

A certified Yoga and Meditation Teacher (E-RYT 500) 
from Kazakhstan, Anna is also trained in Reiki, Dance 
Therapy and Holistic Fitness. Through her classes, 
Anna incorporates conscious exploration of movement, 
breath and concentration to explore the infinite 
possibilities of mind-body-soul connection. 

Combining the ancient spiritual techniques of the East 
with the modern scientific approach of the West, her 
classes are also inspired by nature, the psychology of 
human mind, as well as respected Gurus she has met in 
her journey through Asia and Europe. Her goals are to 
help you heal and fully recharge on emotional, physical, 
mental and energy level during your stay at Vakkaru.

All activities marked with * are subject to additional charge of US$35++ per person.

WEEKLY YOGA SCHEDULE
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The above group sessions are conducted at the Yoga Pavilion. 

YOGA PAVILION 

Located on picturesque Vakku Beach, our new yoga pavilion is surrounded by lush greenery with direct beachfront 

access and stunning sea views, a perfect setting for guests looking to find and leverage their Zen moment amidst 

the hustle and bustle of life. The 100-sqm semi-open gazebo is ideal for both private one-on-one practice or for a 

wellness retreat as it can hold up to 16 people for a group yoga session.

FIND YOUR FLOW WITH ANNA TSOY



Yin Yoga & Gong Meditation 
60 minutes | US$100++ per session

Slow paced and meditative practice that can help 
you to calm down, relax and alleviate stress.

During the class, the poses are held for 3-5min to 
reach the deepest level of stretch of connective 
tissue. This contemplative practice accompanied 
by sound of Gong has a truly healing power to let 
go the energy blockages and shift to the higher 
level of consciousness.

 
Hatha Yoga 
60 minutes | US$100++ per session

Practice gentle asana sequences to calm your 
mind and open and strengthen your body. You 
will learn how to build strength and balance by 
creating a solid foundation that is rooted in good 
alignment, body awareness, breath and heart. 
 

Yoga Therapy 
60 minutes | US$100++ per session

Type of holistic therapy that uses yoga postures, 
breathing exercise, guided meditation, mantra 
chanting to improve wellbeing on mental, physical, 
emotional and energy level. Sequence of the yoga 
poses and energy balancing practices will be 
designed and adapted to your individual needs 
and requests. 

Vinyasa Flow 
60 minutes | US$100++ per session

Relax your body and mind as you synchronize 
your breath to your physical movement. 
This session is ideal for anyone interested in 
developing a stronger mind-body connection and 
growing strength, balance and flexibility. 
 
Pranayama & Meditation 
60 minutes | US$100++ per session 

Learn how to gain control over your breath and 
mind through the ancient practices of the East. 
These profound yet simple tools can help you to 
build the peace within and increase awareness in 
every day life.

 
Functional Yoga & Pilates 
60 minutes | US$100++ per session

Smart combination of functional corrective 
exercise, pilates and yoga is focused on 
developing the healthy mobility of joints, building 
the muscle strength and aligning the entire body 
posture. Ultimately suits any level of practitioners. 
 

Lymphatic Drainage Exercise 
60 minutes | US$100++ per session

Full body workout that stimulates deep lymph 
nodes and lymphatic vessels to help improve 
lymphatic flow, reduce edema and cellulite. 

The above mentioned prices are per person per session. The private classes and multi-days package require 
advance reservations. Please contact Merana Spa team or your butler for further information and reservation.

PRIVATE YOGA CLASSES



Private Yoga Package 
Join Anna as she takes you on an one-on-
one yoga journey to awaken your senses and 
rebalance your body, mind and soul.

5 days Single Yoga package US$425++

7 days Single Yoga package US$595++

 
Yoga Therapy: Core & Flexibility  
60 minutes | US$100++ per session (private) 

US$35++ per person (weekly group session) 

Combination of static yoga poses and dynamic 
exercises that help to build a strong core and 
increase muscle flexibility. Practitioners of any 
level are welcome to join in order to increase 
stamina, and strength and to enjoy meditation for 
relaxation after.  
 

Yoga Therapy: Healthy Back  
60 minutes | Single US$100++ per session (private) 

US$35++ per person (weekly group session)  
As the saying goes, “You are as young as your 
spine is flexible”. Join this class to improve the 
mobility of your spine and promote healthy 
biomechanics and alignment of your entire body. 
Special sequences of warm-up and yoga pose 
supported by props and deep breath will help you 
decrease tension in your back, shoulders and neck 
areas. 

Yoga Nidra with Tibetan Bowl 
60 minutes | US$100++ per session  

Yoga Nidra is an ancient practice that guides 
practitioner to a specific state of internal 
awareness. Is a form of guided meditation focused 
on moving awareness from our external world 
to the inner world. Accompanied by the healing 
vibration of Tibetan Singing Bowl, this practice 
will bring you to the state of deep relaxation on 
physical, psychological and sensory level. 
 
 
Personal Training - Functional Corrective
60 minutes | Single US$100++ per session
7 days package   US$630++  
 
Personal Training starts with a 15-minute 
consultation based on your 3D Body Scanning and 
mobility testing, then followed by an individual 
exercise programme developed based on your 
physical condition and holistic approach of 
functional exercises. Designed to improve both 
mental and physical condition, the exercises 
consist of breathing quality, flexibility, mobility, 
balance, strength and stamina. Book 5 to 7 days 
package to achieve long-term results. 
 

 

The above mentioned prices are per person per session. The private classes and multi-days package require 
advance reservations. Please contact Merana Spa team or your butler for further information and reservation.

PRIVATE YOGA CLASSES


